SYNOPSIS

Peter Sellars

DISC 1

2 Overture

ACT 1

A man on a street corner sings to himself to pass the time. 3 “Night and day I’m killing myself for someone who takes pleasure in nothing.” His song is a dream of money, glamour and total independence. A woman’s voice shatters the night. “Never hope, unless you kill me, that I will let you go.” And the inevitable male rejoinder: “Insane woman, stop screaming, you will never know who I am”. Leporello, Dona Anna and Don Giovanni. Anna is transformed into a desperate fury, and the two men’s minds flash on a giant precipice. A fourth voice: the girl’s father (the “Commendatore”), waking to the sound of screams, challenges the intruder on his doorstep. Fifty seconds later he is dead.

4 “Who is dead — you or the old man?”, Leporello asks Giovanni in all seriousness. “Shut up. Don’t irritate me. Let’s get out of here,” is the reply.

Anna returns with Ottavio, an undercover policeman who lives in the same apartment block. He has been her steady boyfriend for some years now. They are confronted with her father’s dead body. Mozart chronicles the series of reactions, shock and recognition in real time. Ottavio asks bystanders to help with the body. He doesn’t know who to ask to help with the desperate woman he deeply loves. As he tells Anna that he lives only for her, strange pangs of conscience merge with her acute loss and desolation. If she had not been seeing another man, her father would not be dead now. How can she tell this to Ottavio? “Where is my father?”, she keeps asking. “You can have both a father and a husband in me,” Ottavio promises her. Suddenly she plunges him into a secret revenge pact. No rules are provided. Hundreds of emotions break in their hearts like waves.

5 Leporello has something extremely important to tell his boss: You are living a rotten life. Shut up and we can be friends, replies Giovanni. Some gys show up and right away Giovanni starts entertaining them with a story about a new conquest he is about to make, when, wait a minute, he smells girls. Leporello admires his perfect smelling apparatus — “he’s already on fire”.

The girl smell turns out to belong to Elvia, arriving pale and haggard from the bus station. She is looking for Giovanni. When she finds him she will carve out his heart.

She finds him. Furious and heartbroken, she accuses him of seducing her to the point where she became hopelessly in love with him, declaring them to be man and wife, and finally abandoning her after three days in Porcheste. Giovanni makes himself scarce.

6 Console yourself, advises Leporello. You neither are nor were nor will you be the first or the last. And producing a small address book, he presents her with the facts: 640 Italians, 231 Germans, 100 French, 91 Turkish and 1003 Hispanics; in the suburbs and in the city; motel chambermaids, princesses, every grade, every shape and every age. These numbers don’t seem so incredible. One AIDS patient has spoken recently of having had some 300 separate sexual contacts a year. At the end of his recital Leporello confesses the darker secret: Giovanni’s greatest preference is for young, underage girls, twelve and thirteen years old. So wake up, he advises her, fixing her in the eye. Although we may never know who he is, you know exactly what it is he does.

We catch the newlyweds Masetto and Zerlina at the end of a long night of wedding celebrations. 7 Zerlina tells the crowd, “Young girls, made for love, don’t let time pass you by. If you feel the burning in your heart, you know where the remedy lies. What pleasure, what pleasure there will be.” Masetto adds, “The fun doesn’t last long, but for me it is just beginning”.

Giovanni arrives and insists that the party continue at his “palace”. He tells Leporello to take Masetto on ahead while he chats with Zerlina. Masetto points out that Zerlina now goes with him. Giovanni tells Masetto to watch out, if he can’t take a joke, he may repent it later. To Masetto there is no joke. He understands exactly what Giovanni wants to do. He attacks both Zerlina and Giovanni in hot and cool flashes and finally leaves in a rage.

8 Giovanni and Zerlina are left alone. Giovanni confesses wanting to marry Zerlina at that instant. “You will give me your hand and say yes, and we will go away from here, together. I could change your destiny.” Zerlina feels increasingly like having her destiny changed. Two lonely and frightened people long to taste again the pain of innocent love.
Elvira explodes on the scene. “Leave this traitor. Don’t let him say another thing. His lips are lying, his eyes are false. Learn from my torments.”

Ottavio is leaving the house with Anna. He has finally convinced her that it is time to take this case to the police. She sees Giovanni. Both of them freeze. She coolly asks for his friendship. He is relieved that she is not going to make a scene in front of Ottavio. He plays along with a little too much dramatic flair. “Why are you weeping?”, he asks. And suddenly Elvira returns.

In the quartet that follows, Elvira pleads with Anna not to trust this treacherous man. Anna and Ottavio find that Elvira’s pallor and her tears fill them with pity. They discern a noble aspect and a gentle majesty in this fallen woman. “She’s crazy, ignore her,” counters Giovanni. A certain movement of unknown torment is whirling through the souls of these people. Ottavio will not leave until he has uncovered this affair. Donna Anna knows that the woman is not crazy. Don Giovanni does not want another blowout. Elvira screams that nothing will remain hidden.

As Giovanni leaves, Donna Anna can no longer restrain herself. She blurs out then and there that Giovanni was her father’s murderer. Then begins the long and twisted confession of how he came to be in her room that night. Ottavio listens with mounting incredulity to her tale of how his friend forced his way into her apartment and began to rape her. She airbrushes out several crucial details but this fails to calm Ottavio. As her passion and rage and her guilt erupt uncontrollably he senses that she has been two-timing him. He wants to kill her. Near the peak of hysteria, pleading now for her own life, she demands Ottavio devote himself to avenging her disgrace and bereavement. She leaves in a blaze of vocal fireworks, but a doubt lingers in the orchestra.

Ottavio is left to put the pieces together. “On her peace, mine depends. That which gives her peace gives me life. That which gives her doubt, gives me death. Her tears are my tears, her wrath, my wrath. I have nothing good in my life if there is no good in hers.” Having wanted to kill her, having been charged to kill Giovanni, he would rather now kill himself.

Leporello is reaching his limits. Giovanni’s latest unbelievably arrogant gesture of wanting to have a young girl on her wedding night has created a fresh set of unnecessary problems. He describes to Giovanni what it was like to get Masetto and his party really drunk at a bar, how Zerlina and Elvira arrived to take Masetto home, and how he finally pushed Elvira out the back door of the bar and locked it to escape her raving. For Giovanni things are just starting and his death-wish daring is moving into high gear. He is in the mood for a really big party. He tells Leporello to grab some girls in the street and prepare a feast. There will be lots of dancing, everyone doing their own thing. He will add ten more conquests to the list. His head is boiling.

Coming back from the bar, Masetto and Zerlina break into a fight. She cannot convince him that nothing happened between her and Giovanni. He starts hitting her. “Beat me, Masetto, beat your poor Zerlina. I will stand here like a lamb and wait for your blows. Tear out my hair, gouge my eyes, and then happily I know how to kiss your hand. Peace, peace, oh my life, let us pass our nights and our days in contentment and happiness.”

Giovanni’s voice is heard calling people to get the party ready. Zerlina is startled and Masetto goes berserk. He determines to use Zerlina as bait to catch Giovanni and to confirm their double game. Giovanni walks out into the street calling on brave people to wake up and come down for refreshments and dancing. Members of his gang break into the grocery store and start the refreshments. Giovanni spots Zerlina standing alone and moves in. Masetto moves out. There is a tense moment as Giovanni returns Zerlina to her owner and, pointing out that the band is down the street, invites them to join the fun. There is a rather shaky cease-fire.

Anna, Ottavio and Elvira have accepted the Giovanni challenge, and come downstairs dressed to kill. Anna is terrified that they may be digging themselves in deeper. Leporello spots them, admiring their clothes, and repeats Giovanni’s invitation to join the dancing down the street. Before they go, they offer their prayers to what they hope is a just heaven. Anna and Ottavio hope that the zeal of their hearts will be protected (or maybe they will be protected from the zeal of their hearts) and Elvira prays to avenge her betrayed love.

Suddenly the party joins them. Giovanni won’t stop with Zerlina, and continues baiting Masetto openly. Just before another fight breaks out, Leporello brings everything to a halt and calls attention to the snazzy trio and their fabulous get-ups. They are suddenly quite self-conscious and timidly declare how happy they are to be here. Giovanni then brazenly announces the theme of tonight’s party: “Viva la libertad!” With adrenalin pumping, to the sound of trumpets and drums the trio repeats the phrase until everybody unmistakably gets it. Hey, let’s start the dancing, suggests...
Giovanni. In the course of what follows, to the increasing blur and tension of three simultaneous dance bands, amid the baleful stares of the avenging trio, Giovanni isolates Zerlina, slipping past the anxiety-ridden gaze of Masetto, and suddenly we hear her screaming. Everyone rushes to her aid, but they are interrupted by Giovanni himself, pointing a gun at Leporello, accusing him of the attempted rape of Zerlina. As frightening as this is, it is also pathetic. No one is exactly taken in, and the party now rushes Giovanni. Zerlina leads the attack — “Everything, everything is already known. Tremble, tremble. The entire world will know of your black misdeeds and your sharp cruelty. Hear the thunder of revenge which whistles around your head on this day. The thunderbolt shall fall.” Giovanni is totally lost — there is only confusion in his head — he feels everything going. He tries to keep a grip — he tries not to lose himself, to confuse himself — he tells himself that nothing will make him afraid. If he falls the whole world will come with him.

DISC 2

ACT 2

Leporello is leaving Giovanni. The latter’s attempt to kill him has pushed the bonds of friendship too far. Leporello is not joking.

Giovanni offers Leporello a small gift to keep his interest. Leporello accepts reluctantly. Very much under the influence, Giovanni explains to Leporello that women are more necessary to him than the air he breathes, and that he has nothing but love for them. To be faithful to one would be unfair to all the others. Women just don’t know how good he really is. Leporello admits that Giovanni has the most vastly benign nature he has ever known. Giovanni is meanwhile nursing a plot. Claiming to be on the trail of a new conquest, Giovanni insists that it is absolutely crucial that he and Leporello exchange clothes. This seems odd.

Elvira opens a window and stays out into a lonely night. Under cover of darkness, Giovanni sings his heart out to her, awakening strange emotions in her breast. He begs her to come down. She says she will never believe him. He wants to kill himself. He curses his “fertile talent”. Leporello feels he should laugh but can’t. Elvira doesn’t know whether to go or stay. Three people unutterably alone in their desire almost touch.

She descends. Giovanni forces Leporello to stand in the dark as his substitute. Eyes filled with tears, Elvira offers herself to the man in the dark who, it turns out, can also use some affection. Giovanni watches. If he lived in that jacket he could be home now. Cursing, he sends them off into the night.

He looks again at the now empty window and begins a serenade to his absent love. “Oh come to the window, my treasure, oh come to console my weeping. If you refuse to restore me, I want to die before your eyes. Your mouth is sweeter than honey, half of your heart is sugar. Don’t be cruel with me, my joy, let me at least look at you, young beautiful love.” She never comes.

Instead Masetto arrives, with a posse of friends looking for blood. They have weapons. They will kill Giovanni. In the dark, Giovanni convinces them that he is Leporello and then sends them off to find the real Leporello, giving as precise a description as possible. Giovanni wants Leporello dead. And in the meantime, still disguised as Leporello, he tries to seriously mutilate Masetto, before disappearing into the darkness.

Zerlina thinks she hears the voice of Masetto. He is lying in the street. She is quite angry with him. She told him that all of this crazy jealousy would lead to something very ugly. It hurts a lot. She offers to heal him. She has a natural remedy. It is a balsam she carries with her. He can feel it beating.

Leporello’s closeness to Elvira has frightened him. He slips away from her in the dark. Alone, she feels her heart palpitating and is overcome by a fear that makes her feel that she is dying. Leporello, more nervous still, keeps trying a door that will let him escape. In the midst of this the funeral cortege of the Commendatore appears. Ottavio pleads with Anna to dry her eyes and to come out from under the painful shadow of her father and her martyrdom. Anna asks to be left alone. Only death will end her weeping. Elvira is on her way back to her apartment when suddenly there is a commotion. Leporello, still in Giovanni’s jacket, has been discovered in the dark by Masetto and Zerlina, then Anna and Ottavio. Elvira begs them to show mercy. “He is my husband.” But the quartet will show no mercy. Now that they have found Giovanni they will kill him. Of course it is not Giovanni they have found at all, but merely a substitute who is already on the tenure-track at Don Giovanni U. A thousand murky thoughts course through Leporello’s head as he passes through a dry run of the last judgement. The quartet of pursuers are suddenly forced to examine their own motives as their attempt to cast the first stone is thwarted. In the whirlwind of high anxiety and private doubt each character is confronted by an intimation that there is nothing hidden that shall not be revealed.
6 Leporello tries to explain that he had nothing to do with the attack on Masetto, that he has spent the last hour walking with Elvira, who he really cares about. “The crime is not mine, but my employer’s.” Everyone leaves in disgust.

Except for Zerlina, who returns with a kitchen knife, determined to avenge the beating of her husband. With the assistance of some nice neighbourhood people, she ties him to a chair. Leporello feels the barbarous injustice of the day or night. He feels the tremors of earthquakes as joy and delight fill Zerlina’s breast. “This is what you have to do with men,” she announces. Then she goes into the house to find Masetto.

Leporello asks his friends for a glass of water. They laugh and move on. But it is essential that he escapes before Masetto returns with second thoughts. Accordingly, he moves mountains.

6 Ottavio and Masetto have been working on a plan. Completely distraught, Ottavio asks Zerlina to go into the apartment to find Anna and to console her, somehow to staunch her tears. He is still searching for a way to talk to her. “Tell her that I have gone to avenge her wrongs, and that I will only return to her as a messenger of death and destruction.” Ottavio and Masetto set to work.

Haunted and restless, Elvira steps onto the porch. 7 “In what excess... in what horrible misdeeds is he involved? I cannot postpone the wrath of heaven. Already I hear the fatal lightning stroke. The fatal chasm is open before me. Miserable Elvira, what contrasting emotions are growing in your breast? Why these sighs, why this sorrow? He betrayed me, oh God, it hurts, but betrayed and abandoned I find that I pity him still. When I feel his danger my heart starts throbbing.”

8 “This is great. Let them look for me. What a beautiful night,” thinks Don Giovanni. “Is it late?” Leporello appears. After walking the streets for the last hours he [has finally figured out that Giovanni is in fact trying to kill him. Giovanni calls to Leporello. They fight. Again Leporello is going to leave, again Giovanni pours on the seduction, talking animatedly about good times and easy sex while gently twisting the knife. This is interrupted by a celestial voice: “Your laughter will finish before dawn”. And then again a moment later the voice returns. A note is dropped from above. It is a note of vengeance from the Commissario. Don Giovanni looks up and sees the statue. Giovanni orders Leporello to invite the statue to dinner. This is a little too strange for Leporello. Giovanni draws his gun and points it at Leporello. “Talk to him or I’ll kill you.” Leporello talks to the statue. Leporello swears that the statue is moving. The statue then accepts the invitation to dinner. The men are totally stunned.

9 Anna comes out of the house for a moment of peace in the night. Ottavio, flushed with success, calls to her and tells her that she will be avenged. She looks up. “My father, oh God!” And then she sees that it is Ottavio. He offers her everything; but he doesn’t understand: why does she keep distancing herself from him? He calls her cruel. “Cruel? Please do not tell me, my idol, that I am cruel to you.” And through tears, she reveals to him the secret of her addiction. “Calm your torments, if you would not have me die of grief. Maybe one day heaven will have pity for me again.” His entire life is destroyed.

10 Giovanni arrives for the last supper. “Leporello get the table ready! I’m spending my money and I want to be entertained!” Leporello has got some of his favourite music on hand: “Cosa rara”, “Litigante”, and something by Mozart. Giovanni takes huge bites of food, prompting disgust from Leporello. An excellent vintage of wine is served. On the side, Leporello cats phaenian. It is an extremely elegant meal. Don Giovanni tells Leporello not to talk with food in his mouth. Henceforth Leporello will no doubt be a better person. In the meantime Leporello confesses that Giovanni’s cook is just too good to resist.

The new Elvira arrives. She will clean up her life, and as the ultimate proof of her love, she will help Giovanni to do the same. He insults her and becomes sarcastic. She cannot believe the harshness of his heart. “Let me eat,” he says, “and if you like, eat with me. Long live women, long live good wine, the support and glory of humanity!” She leaves, hurt, sad and revolted.

We hear her scream in the hall. Leporello goes to investigate. We hear her scream. When he returns he is so frightened that he can barely talk. A tremendous knocking is heard. Finally Giovanni opens the door. [5] “Don Giovanni, you invited me to dinner, and now I am come.” Giovanni orders Leporello to prepare another table setting, but Leporello replies that “we are all dead men”. “Stop a moment,” the command rings out, “those who have tasted the food of heaven do not eat the food of mortals. Another preparation more grave than that, another longing has guided me down here.” Giovanni: “Speak, what do you want? I’m waiting.” “You invited me to dinner, and now you know your duty: respond to me, respond to me: will you come to dine with me now? Resolve yourself.” “I am resolved.” “Will you come?” “My heart is fixed in my breast. I have no fear, I will come.” “Give me your hand as a pledge.” “Oh God, what freezing is this? “Repent, change your life, it is the final moment.”
“No, I won’t repent. Go away from me!” “Repent!” “No!” “Repent!” “No! No!”
“Then there is no more time.” There is fire in diverse places, the dead rise from their graves. “For your crimes you have suffered little, there is worse to come.” Giovanni feels the spirit tear him.

We find the souls of Anna, Elvira, Zerlina, Ottavio and Masetto in Purgatory, still waiting for their moment of vengeance to arrive. Meanwhile Leporello is trying to explain to friends what just happened. “There’s no hope of retrieving him, there’s nowhere to look, he’s gone far away. But it’s not possible, it’s not possible, it’s not possible.” The souls are meanwhile crying out for knowledge. Leporello is still jabbering about fire and smoke and men of stone as the shivering souls feel the shadow of a spirit pass over them. They all sense that Giovanni has arrived in the realm of Pluto and Proserpina. Shaken, Masetto, Zerlina and Leporello begin to pray, knowing that salvation begins with the chanting of a very ancient song. Six voices move and blend in the harmony of a mass: “This is the end of those who do evil. Their death will be equal to their life.”
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